HULA LADY
E    G    E    E    E
E    A    E    G    E
OH HULA LADY    OH HULA GIRL
A    E    B7    E
THE MEN ALL LOVE YOU    OH HULA GIRL
B7
TELLING STORIES WITH HER HANDS
A    E
OF RAIN AND WIND AND FLOWERS
B7    A    E
TALES OF LONG FORGOTTEN GODS OF LOST LONELY LOVERS

B7    Abdim    B7    Abdim
DANCE DANCE LADY    DANCE...DANCE YOU DANCE ALL NIGHT
B7    E
DANCE DANCE HULA LADY DANCE
E    A    E    G    E
OH HULA MAIDEN,    OH HULA GIRL
A    E    B7    E
THE MEN ALL LOVE YOU    OH HULA GIRL

B7    A    E
GLIDING LIKE THE BIRDS AT SEA, HER HIPS ARE WAVES OF MOTION
B7
CASTING SPELLS WITH EVERY GLANCE
A    E
SHE COULD HYPNOTIZE THE OCEAN

B7    Abdim    B7    Abdim
DANCE DANCE LADY    DANCE...DANCE YOU DANCE ALL NIGHT
B7    E
DANCE DANCE HULA LADY DANCE
E    A    E    G    E
OH HULA LADY,    OH HULA GIRL
E    A    E    B7    E
THE MEN ALL LOVE YOU,    OH HULA GIRL
E    B7    E    G    E    G    E
OH HULA GIRL,    OH --HU------ LA------ GIRL